
Single-head 7-needles embroidery machine 

HCH-701-30 

For  Semi-Professional Use 



Basic specification of HCH-701-30 
(Comparison with HCS2-1201-30) 

HCS2-1201-30 HCH-701-30 



Basic Specification(1) HCH-701-30 HCS2-1201-30 

Target User Home use / Shop / Embroidery beginner  
/ Hobby  (semi-professional use) 

Factory (Industrial use) 
Shop (Professional use) 

Number of Needles 7 needles 12 needles 

Pressure foot For all needles Single pressure foot 

Embroidery area( mm: XxY) 290 x 285 mm 295 x 285 mm 

Maximum speed (r.p.m.) 1,000 r.p.m.   (600 r.p.m. for Cap) 1,000 r.p.m    (750 r.p.m. for cap) 

Power supply  1-ph 100-115V, 200-230V 1-ph 100-115V, 200-230V 

Memory 40,000,000 stitches (250 designs) 40,000,000 stitches (250designs) 

PC connection Happy Link/LAN (USB/LAN) Happy link/LAN (USB/LAN) 

Control Panel 7inch TFT touch screen panel 7inch TFT touch screen panel 

Built-in Font 12 Fonts x 6 sizes 3 Fonts  x 4 sizes 

Built-in design data 100 designs 0 design 

USB port 2x USB ports (USB stick/USB mouse) 2x USB ports (USB stick/USB mouse) 

Position marker  ( laser ) Standard(Built-in on needle #0) Option 

Main motor 80W DC motor 90W AC induction motor 



Basic Specification(2) HCH-701-30 HCS2-1201-30 

X / Y Motor  Pulse motor Pulse Motor 

Bobbin thread winder Built-in standard Built-in standard 

Thread trim knife drive Motor Drive Cam drive 

Needle plate positioning  Positioning pin without 

Front safety structure Built-in take up lever guard Front cover 

Emergency stop switch Without On control  panel 

Standard frames 1 x Round Frame PTA -15-360 
1 x Square Frame PTA-32320-360 

1 x Round Frame PTA -15-360 
1 x Square Frame PTA-32320-360 

Optional  frames Round frame PTA-12-360 
Round Frame PTA -15-360 
Round frame PTA-18-360 
Round frame PTA-21-360 
Square Frame PTA-32320-360 
Wide cap frame (290 x 67mm) 
Low-profile cap frame (180 x 67mm) 
One-point frame(S) (40 x 55mm) 
One-point frame(L) (76 x 55mm) 
Sock frames 

Round frame PTA-12-360 
Round Frame PTA -15-360 
Round frame PTA-18-360 
Round frame PTA-21-360 
Square Frame PTA-32320-360 
Wide cap frame (290 x 67mm) 
Low-profile cap frame (180x 67mm) 
One-point frame(S) (40 x 55mm) 
One-point frame(L) (76 x 55mm) 
Sock frames 

Size and weight 642x745x734mm (WxLxH)  42kg (assembled) 
500x900x700mm (WxLxH)  56kg(packed in box) 

642x745x734mm (WxLxH) 42kg (assembled) 
500x900x700mm (WxLxH) 56kg(packed in box) 



New functions and Improved points 
(Comparison with HCS2-1201-30) 



Reduced threading process 

Easy threading 

① 

② 

③ 
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HCH-701-30 HCS2-1201-30 

・Using house hold machine threading technology, number of threading process is        
decreased . 

① 

② 
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Safety  mechanism in head cover  

Take up lever safety guard 

・Front cover is eliminated and safety mechanism is  created in cover of moving head. 
・For start threading,  you do not need to open cover and reduce threading time. 

HCH-701-30 HCS2-1201-30 



Pressure foot on all needles 
 

Pressure foot on all needles 

・Interference area of pressure foot and embroidery frame  is reduced,  as pressure foot  is 
vertically installed. 
 ・You can continue embroidery work even one of pressure foot is broken. 

HCH-701-30 HCS2-1201-30 



Position marker is installed inside of moving head  at 0 needle position 

Built-in vertical position marker 

・Vertical irradiation gives precise positioning without being influenced by  thickness of 
material for embroidery.  

HCH-701-30 HCS2-1201-30 



Prevent needle bar boss deviation 

Color change at only C point 

・Mechanism of limitation  for color change point prevents  accident that needle bar 
boss deviates from boss holding block. 

HCH-701-30 HCS2-1201-30 

This feature will be adapted to Model  HCS2 in near future. 



Eliminate hand knob for manual color change 

Eliminate hand knob for color change 

・In order to prevent unexpected accident caused by manual movement of moving head, 
hand knob is eliminated . 
・Manual movement of moving head can be done by screwdriver  for maintenance job. 

HCH-701-30 HCS2-1201-30 



Eliminate solenoid from jump mechanism  

Change Needle jump structure 

・Solenoid for jump structure is eliminated and motor movement of upper thread 
catcher substitutes its function. 
・Noise of jump movement is reduced by eliminating solenoid. 

HCH-701-30 HCS2-1201-30 



Gauge insert opening on outer cover 

Easy timing adjustment for take-up lever 

・Insertion opening for gauge of take –up lever timing adjustment is created on outer 
cover. 
・You can do timing adjustment job  without opening both sides of cover. 

HCH-701-30 HCS2-1201-30 

This feature will be adapted to Model  HCS2 in near future. 



Motor control for thread trim function from cam control 

Thread trim by motor control 

・Moving knife movement control is done by motor instead of cam. 
・Adjustment of moving knife position and opening timing  become easier than cam 
control. 

HCH-701-30 HCS2-1201-30 

This feature will be adapted to Model  HCS2 in near future. 



Registration of 1st needle position  

1st needle position detect 

・When machine power is turned ON, moving head moves to 1st needle position and 
registers 1st needle position automatically. 
・Positioning encoder is eliminated and maintenance job become easier. 

HCH-701-30 HCS2-1201-30 



Add needle plate positioning pin 

Needle plate positioning pin 

・Needle plate position is fixed by positioning pin and hole on needle plate. 
・By screwing needle plate, position of needle and needle hole  match without adjustment. 

HCH-701-30 HCS2-1201-30 

This feature will be adapted to Model  HCS2 in near future. 

Note: Cap frame set  of HCS2-1201 can be used for HCH-701, but needle plate for cap 
should be exchanged  to needle plate with hole for positioning pin (Parts No. HCB04087) 



Fixing outer cover by screw 

Fixing out cover by screw 

・Bottom part of outer cover fixing is changed for screw fixing from engagement of claw 
on cover. 
・Opening covers for maintenance become easier. 

HCH-701-30 HCS2-1201-30 

This feature will be adapted to Model  HCS2 in near future. 



Built-in 100 one-point design as standard 

Built-in 100 small designs 

・100 small design data are built in as standard. 
・Without design data or design creating software, client can enjoy embroidery job. 

This feature will be adapted to Model  HCS2 in near future, 
But this is not default setting. (from program version 1.24) 



Built-in 12 kinds/6size letter font 

Built-in 12 kinds / 6 sizes English letter fonts 

・12 kinds and 6 sizes English fonts are prepared as standard. 
・Client can enjoy monograming by built –in letter fonts. 

This feature will be adapted to Model  HCS2 in near future. 
(from program version 1.24) 



Monogram editing function 

Monogram editing function 

・Color change inserting at any position / Individual space inserting / Arch(curving) 
functions support flexible monogram embroidery. 

(Color change inserting) (Space inserting) 

(Monogram curving/arch function) 

This feature will be adapted to Model  HCS2 in near future. 
(from program version 1.24) 



Feature for semi-professional use 
(Comparison with HCS2-1201-30 industrial use) 



Small main motor 

Less power main motor 

・80W DC motor is used instead of 90W AC induction motor. 
・Motor power and durability are inferior to motor from HCS2 model. 
・Durability is 1,500-3,000hours(Same level to  B company 6 needles/ 10needles machine) 
・Main motor is considered as consumable parts 
 

HCH-701-30 HCS2-1201-30 

80W DC motor  90W AC motor  



Eliminate emergency stop switch  

No emergency stop switch 

・Emergency stop switch which is required for industrial machine is eliminated since  
HCH model is not considered for industrial use. 

HCH-701-30 HCS2-1201-30 



Shaft support for Y axis frame movement 

Shaft guide for Y movement 

・Y axis frame movement is supported by shaft  drive mechanism in stead of ball bearing 
guide which is used for HCS2 model. 
・Durability and heavy weight material support are inferior to ball bearing guide. 

HCH-701-30 HCS2-1201-30 



Maximum speed comparison 

Maximum speed related to stitch length is almost same as B/10needle machine, but 
inferior to HCS2 model  
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For tubular frame embroidery For cap frame embroidery 
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